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This study examined two facets of emotion development: emotion word comprehension (knowing the
meaning of emotion words such as “anger” or “excitement”) and emotion concept abstraction (representing emotions in terms of internal psychological states that generalize across situations). Using a novel
emotion vocabulary assessment, we captured how a cross-sectional sample of participants aged 4 –25
(N ⫽ 196) defined 24 emotions. Smoothing spline regression models suggested that emotion comprehension followed an emergent shape: Knowledge of emotion words increased across childhood and
plateaued around age 11. Human coders rated the abstractness of participants’ responses, and these
ratings also followed an emergent shape but plateaued significantly later than comprehension, around age
18. An automated linguistic analysis of abstractness supported coders’ perceptions of increased abstractness across age. Finally, coders assessed the definitional strategies participants used to describe emotions.
Young children tended to describe emotions using concrete strategies such as providing example
situations that evoked those emotions or by referring to physiological markers of emotional experiences.
Whereas use of these concrete strategies decreased with age, the tendency to use more abstract strategies
such as providing general definitions that delineated the causes and characteristics of emotions or by
providing synonyms of emotion words increased with age. Overall, this work (a) provides a tool for
assessing definitions of emotion terms, (b) demonstrates that emotion concept abstraction increases
across age, and (c) suggests that adolescence is a period in which emotion words are comprehended but
their level of abstraction continues to mature.
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“Use your words” is a phrase frequently used by parents, teachers, and therapists as they ask children to verbalize and talk about
how they feel. Although this phrase may appear to be a cliché,
classic developmental theories suggest that language is a key
self-regulatory tool (Luria, 1961; Vygotsky, 1962). According to
these theories, internalized speech helps children regulate their
behavior and emotions (Bretherton, Fritz, Zahn-Waxler, & Ridgeway, 1986; Kopp, 1989; Saarni, 1999). Decades of empirical
research now support these notions, as a child’s general and emotional
vocabulary are related to their ability to manage distressing situations,
as well as their executive functioning, mental health, social likability,
and academic outcomes (Cole, Armstrong, & Pemberton, 2010;
Fabes, Eisenberg, Hanish, & Spinrad, 2001; Kuhn, Willoughby,
Vernon-Feagans, & Blair, 2016; Matthews, Biney, & Abbot-Smith,
2018; Roben, Cole, & Armstrong, 2013; Salmon, O’Kearney, Reese,
& Fortune, 2016; Trentacosta & Izard, 2007; Vallotton & Ayoub,
2011). Hence, developing a functional emotion lexicon appears to be
an important ingredient to overall well-being.
Given the links between emotion vocabulary and psychosocial
functioning, understanding how children develop mastery of emotion words is of critical importance. However, three key limitations
to our understanding of emotion language development remain.
First, even though creative methods have been developed for
assessing emotion language in children and adults (see Castro,
Cheng, Halberstadt, & Grühn, 2016 and Zeman, Klimes-Dougan,
Cassano, & Adrian, 2007 for reviews), research using an objective
assessment of participants’ comprehension of emotion words is
lacking. Second, because most research on emotion vocabulary has
been conducted in young children, we know very little about
developments in emotion language through mid and late adolescence, periods of substantial social and emotional change (Somerville & McLaughlin, 2018). Third, although prior work on emotion
language development focuses on when individuals can recognize and
use emotion words, a separate but related question concerns the ways
in which the concepts underlying these emotion words differ across
age. Here, we specifically examined age-related differences in the
tendency to represent emotion concepts abstractly (i.e., as internal
psychological states that generalize across situations).

Measuring the Development of Emotion
Word Comprehension
Emotion word comprehension refers to an individual’s knowledge
of the meaning of words used to label emotional experiences (e.g.,
angry, excited, calm, or disappointed). Comprehending an emotion
word means being able to connect that word with a culturally agreedupon concept of what characterizes or defines that emotion (Bloom,
2000; Yin & Csibra, 2015). In this definition, it is important to
remember that words and concepts are distinct. In particular, words
are symbols that are thought to help people organize (and potentially
learn) conceptual information (Barsalou, 1999; Doyle & Lindquist,
2018; Fugate, Gouzoules, & Barrett, 2010; Gopnik, 2001; Lupyan,
2012a, 2012b; Shablack & Lindquist, in press).
Comprehension of nonemotional words is typically assessed
through well-validated and widely used tests such as the vocabulary subtest of the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence
(WASI; Wechsler, 2011) or the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
(PPVT; L. M. Dunn & Dunn, 1997). In the WASI, participants are
shown a word and asked to generate a definition. If a vague or

incorrect answer is provided, the experimenter further probes the
participant to ensure they provide as full of a definition as possible.
Responses are scored according to a rubric of agreed-upon definitions
for each word. To date, there is only one measure of emotion vocabulary that takes a similar approach, the Kusché Affective Inventory—
Revised (KAI; Greenberg, Kusche, Cook, & Quamma, 1995; Kusché,
Belike, & Greenberg, 1988). The KAI is an experimenteradministered interview that provides a multifaceted assessment of
emotion understanding, and the feelings vocabulary component involves an assessment of participants’ abilities to define the emotion
terms proud, guilty, jealous, nervous, and lonely.
The KAI has been used to show that emotion comprehension is
lower in children with learning disabilities, that the general ability
to define emotion terms increases during childhood, and that an
intervention aimed at educating children about emotion terms can
augment this developmental process (Bauminger, Schorr Edelsztein, & Morash, 2005; Greenberg et al., 1995; Kelly, Longbottom,
Potts, & Williamson, 2004). However, many studies employing
the KAI do not administer the emotion word comprehension
subtest described above (Beck, Kumschick, Eid, & Klann-Delius,
2012; Duncombe, Havighurst, Holland, & Frankling, 2013; Locke,
Miller, Seifer, & Heinze, 2015; Southam-Gerow & Kendall, 2000).
Thus to date, a measure like the KAI has not been used to broadly
examine how emotion word comprehension develops across childhood and adolescence. Assessing how emotion definitions vary
with age would (a) provide an objective assessment of which
words participants comprehend and (b) provide insight into how
participants represent emotion terms. Theoretically, insight into
the development of emotion word comprehension is important not
only because emotion language is related to well-being (Cole et al.,
2010; Salmon et al., 2016) but also because linguistic labels have
recently been proposed to serve a central role in learning new
concepts (Doyle & Lindquist, 2018; Fugate et al., 2010; Lupyan,
2012b, 2012a). In particular, some have suggested that emotion
words might help children develop specific and multidimensional
emotion concepts (Hoemann, Xu, & Barrett, in press; Lindquist,
MacCormack, & Shablack, 2015; Nook, Sasse, Lambert,
McLaughlin, & Somerville, 2017; Shablack & Lindquist, in press).
Furthermore, most research on the development of emotion
word comprehension focuses on childhood and neglects protracted
development through adolescence. Indeed, the only methods that
have been used to assess emotion word comprehension in adolescence include recordings of unstructured free responses to vignettes, checklists in which participants (or their parents or teachers) report which words they know, age of acquisition recalled in
adulthood, and tasks in which participants must match emotion
words with scripts describing the causes and consequences of
emotions (Baron-Cohen, Golan, Wheelwright, Granader, & Hill,
2010; Li & Yu, 2015; O’Kearney & Dadds, 2004; Ponari, Norbury, & Vigliocco, 2018; Widen, Pochedly, & Russell, 2015).
Together, these studies show that self-reported emotion comprehension rises across childhood, that the tendency to spontaneously
produce more nuanced emotion terms such as disappointed rather
than sad increases across adolescence, that emotions are more
accurately associated with scripts than facial expressions, and that
overall comprehension of abstract words increases across childhood and into adolescence. Although these methods provide important first steps to understanding emotion language in adolescence, they are limited by their naturalistic and/or self-assessed
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(rather than experimenter-assessed) natures. As such, an interviewbased assessment could validate these patterns.
Additionally, greater clarity concerning emotion development in
adolescence is needed, as adolescence is a pivotal time of social and
emotional change (Somerville & McLaughlin, 2018), with adolescents reporting stronger negative affect, greater difficulty differentiating coexperienced emotions, and increased risk of psychopathology
(Kessler et al., 2005; Larson, Moneta, Richards, & Wilson, 2002;
Nook, Sasse, Lambert, McLaughlin, & Somerville, 2018). Consequently, assessing emotion comprehension in adolescence could provide insight into the nature of emotion language and emotion representations during this dynamic developmental period.

Developing Abstract Emotion Concepts
As described above, emotion comprehension involves the ability
to connect emotion words to culturally agreed-upon conceptual
meanings. A separate but related question concerns how the concepts underlying these emotion terms vary across age. Studying
emotion concepts themselves is of great interest because recent
theories postulate that conceptual processes play a central role in
the experience and perception of emotions (Barrett, 2006, 2017;
Lindquist, 2017; Lindquist, MacCormack, et al., 2015; Lindquist,
Satpute, & Gendron, 2015). Specifically, the constructionist theory
of emotions posits that emotions arise when emotion concepts are
used to parse ambiguous “core affect”— one’s internal sensations
of valence (positivity and negativity) and arousal (activation and
deactivation)—into specific emotion types (Barrett, 2006, 2017).
A growing body of work supports this model by showing that
priming, activating, or impeding emotion concepts can influence
how emotions are experienced or perceived at both behavioral and
neural levels of analysis (Doyle & Lindquist, 2018; Gendron,
Lindquist, Barsalou, & Barrett, 2012; Lindquist, Barrett, BlissMoreau, & Russell, 2006; Nook, Lindquist, & Zaki, 2015; Oosterwijk, Lindquist, Adebayo, & Barrett, 2016; Satpute et al., 2016).
In fact, a recent study showed that individual differences in emotion concept representations is related to perceptions of emotional
facial expressions (J. A. Brooks & Freeman, 2018). Thus understanding emotion concepts is an important scientific goal, and
recent evidence shows that emotion concepts are not static across
age but rather become more multidimensional from childhood to
adulthood, as one’s vocabulary increases (Nook, Sasse, et al.,
2017).
Emotion theorists operating within the constructionist tradition
often take a simulation-based approach to concepts, positing that
concepts are ultimately grounded in simulations of prior sensory
experiences (Barrett, 2017; Barsalou, 1999, 2003b, 2009; WilsonMendenhall, 2017; Wilson-Mendenhall, Barrett, & Barsalou,
2013). According to this theory, when thinking about the concept
apple, the mind draws upon a network of relevant concepts (e.g.,
round, red, food, sweet) which are themselves tied to memories of
prior sensory experiences to create an internal simulation of an
apple. This internal simulation can then be used to produce other
conceptual representations (e.g., picnic or pie). When applied to
emotions, this theory proposes that people construct an experience
of, for example, fear by drawing upon and organizing internal
simulations of related concepts (e.g., threat, uncertainty, escape),
which are ultimately grounded in perceptual memories. In other
words, emotions arise through situated conceptualizations in
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which one’s emotional experience is constructed by simulating
combinations of concepts relevant to a given situation (Barrett,
2017; Wilson-Mendenhall, 2017). This dynamic process of situated conceptualization is thought to explain why completely different situations could be constructed as instances of the same
emotion (e.g., the feelings aroused by being alone in the dark
woods or being in front of a large audience in a brightly lit room
could both be labeled “fear”).
Historically, there has been a strict distinction between concrete
and abstract concepts, with concrete concepts referring to things
that have clear physical referents (e.g., objects such as apples and
balls), and abstract concepts referring to general ideas that lack
such clear physical referents (e.g., justice, truth, or freedom; Caramelli, Setti, & Maurizzi, 2004; Hale, 1988; Wang, Conder, Blitzer,
& Shinkareva, 2010). Because emotions are not physically constrained objects, emotion concepts have historically been thought
of as abstract concepts (see Altarriba & Bauer, 2004 for discussion). However, two key arguments have been made against a
strict concrete versus abstract dichotomy. First, the historical operational definition of abstraction is underspecified, merely defining it as “not concrete” (Barsalou, 2003a; Barsalou, Dutriaux, &
Scheepers, 2018). Second, growing empirical and theoretical work
suggest that this distinction is not binary but dimensional, such that
all concepts appear to have some degree of both abstractness and
concreteness (Andrews, Frank, & Vigliocco, 2014; Barsalou et al.,
2018; Borghi & Binkofski, 2014; Borghi et al., 2017; Della Rosa,
Catricalà, Vigliocco, & Cappa, 2010; Lupyan & Winter, 2018;
Mahon & Caramazza, 2008). For example, when thinking of the
concept apple, both concrete qualities that are clearly physical
(e.g., its shape and color) and more abstract qualities that lack such
physicality (e.g., the psychological states of desire or beauty) can
come to mind. Thus even this historically concrete concept blends
both concrete and abstract aspects.
Consequently, Barsalou et al. (2018) argue that the historical
distinction between concrete and abstract concepts should be abandoned and instead the relative abstractness/concreteness of a representation should be defined in terms of how much it focuses on
external (i.e., physical, nonpsychological) versus internal (psychological, nonphysical) elements and how strongly it integrates these
elements. In this article we draw upon this formulation to postulate
that concepts vary continuously in their levels of concreteness—
abstractness. We define relatively concrete representations as those
that focus on external (i.e., physical and situationally bounded)
elements and relatively abstract representations as those that focus
instead on internal (i.e., psychological and not situationally
bounded) elements.
Interestingly, the argument that all concepts include concrete
and abstract qualities converges with data showing that emotion
concepts do not fit cleanly into either abstract or concrete categories but instead show features of both concept types (Altarriba &
Bauer, 2004; Caramelli & Setti, 2005; Mazzuca, Barca, & Borghi,
2017). As outlined above, one potential reason for this is that
emotions can be conceptualized with either an emphasis on concrete external qualities (i.e., situational details that gave rise to
specific instances of an emotion) or more abstract internal qualities
that generalize across situations (i.e., the psychological principles
that give rise to an emotion). For example, one could represent
anger in terms of concrete external situational details (e.g., anger
is the feeling caused by getting cut off in traffic) or by more
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abstract internal qualities that integrate across situations (e.g.,
anger is the feeling caused by one’s goals being blocked). Relatedly, neuroimaging data show that emotion processing routinely
activates brain regions thought to process both basic sensation and
higher-order conceptualization (Kober et al., 2008; Lindquist et al.,
2012; Wilson-Mendenhall, Barrett, Simmons, & Barsalou, 2011).
Even though psychologists have long known that a given situation
can be represented concretely or abstractly (Trope & Liberman,
2010), how this flexibility of representation relates to emotion
conceptualization has received little attention in developmental,
affective, or cognitive theory.
From a developmental perspective, it is reasonable to hypothesize that across childhood and adolescence the conceptual representations underlying emotion terms shift from a relative focus on
external situational details to more internal psychological principles that generalize across situations (i.e., emotion concepts become more abstract). Such a hypothesis is an extension of classic
Piagetian theories positing that psychological development proceeds from a concrete sensorimotor focus to a more abstract
hypothetico-deductive focus (Demetriou et al., 2018; Inhelder &
Piaget, 1958). However, there are additional reasons to hypothesize that emotion concepts become more abstract across age. First,
data show that mastery of words corresponding to abstract nonphysical internal phenomena increases across childhood into adolescence (Caramelli et al., 2004; Joelson & Herrmann, 1978;
Ponari et al., 2018). Second, the cognitive ability to extract general
principles and integrate abstract information across specific situations— even at the nonverbal level—increases across age (Crone
et al., 2009; Dumontheil, 2014; Ferrer, O’Hare, & Bunge, 2009;
Raven, 2000; Whitaker, Vendetti, Wendelken, & Bunge, 2018).
And third, as we age, the number and diversity of situations that
produce emotions increases (e.g., only after growing to an age at
which we give public speeches do we understand that this situation
can evoke fear). This experiential diversity likely facilitates expanding
emotion concepts from a focus on a narrow set of situations to deeper
principles that generalize across situations. For these reasons, we
hypothesize that emotion abstraction increases across development,
and we use participants’ emotion definitions in an interview-based
emotion vocabulary assessment to test this hypothesis.

An Automated Linguistic Measure of Abstractness
Researchers typically measure the abstractness of conceptual
representations by asking human coders to rate how strongly they
conform to a given definition of abstraction (e.g., Brysbaert, Warriner, & Kuperman, 2014; Della Rosa et al., 2010; Forgas, 2007;
Gray, Parkinson, & Dunbar, 2015; Joelson & Herrmann, 1978;
Paivio, Yuille, & Madigan, 1968). This method has been used to
generate abstractness norms for thousands of words that are now
widely used in the literature (Brysbaert et al., 2014; Paivio et al.,
1968). This approach can be employed with high interrater reliability, and resulting data are face-valid (e.g., children comprehend
fewer words that are rated as abstract compared with adolescents
and adults; Ponari et al., 2018). However, this method also suffers
from some weaknesses: human raters may be biased by stimulus
qualities other than its actual abstractness (e.g., the length of a word
or the number of words in a response), the way that raters understand
abstractness can differ within and across studies, and human coding is
a laborious and time-consuming process that scales with the size of a

study’s dataset. These challenges limit the reliability and practicability
of measuring abstractness via human raters.
Fortunately, automated psycholinguistic techniques can help
curtail these limitations. Quantifying abstractness purely on the
words in a response mitigates human bias, standardizes the mathematical computation of abstractness across studies, and can be
automated to substantially reduce the time and labor costs. Semin
and Fiedler (1988, 1991) developed a psycholinguistic approach to
measuring abstractness called the Linguistic Category Model
(LCM; see also Carnaghi et al., 2008; Seih, Beier, & Pennebaker,
2017; Semin, Görts, Nandram, & Semin-Goossens, 2002 for contemporary updates to this theory). Although this model was developed to quantify how abstractly participants represented other
people, extant work suggests that this approach produces facevalid measures of abstractness in text more broadly (e.g., asking
participants to take a distanced perspective on a situation increased
linguistic abstractness scores, as would be expected; Seih et al.,
2017; Trope & Liberman, 2010). In this model, five word classes
are ranked in their levels of abstractness, with use of three kinds of
verbs denoting more concrete representations and use of adjectives
and nouns denoting more abstract representations (see the Method
section and Carnaghi et al., 2008 for details). For example, defining sadness as “what you feel when you cry” (a descriptive action
verb) suggests a more concrete representation than defining it as
“feeling sorrowful in response to a loss” (an adjective and a noun).
Here, we used this psycholinguistic method (as well as human
ratings) to measure the abstractness of emotion concept representations. Not only does this linguistic approach provide a method
for validating human coders’ ratings of emotion abstractness, it
also lays the foundation for emotion abstractness to be quantified
automatically (i.e., without human input). Such a tool would
reduce the burden of empirical research on emotion concept abstraction and allow for rapid processing of large-scale data sets, an
approach that has been fruitful in other areas of research (e.g.,
Doré, Ort, Braverman, & Ochsner, 2015; Fan et al., 2019; Franz,
Nook, Mair, & Nock, 2019).

The Current Study
The current project seeks to address the theoretical gaps outlined
above by investigating developmental changes in emotion comprehension and abstraction from early childhood to early adulthood. A
broad, performance-based assessment of emotion comprehension
(called the Emotion Vocabulary Assessment) was developed by extending the structure of the WASI vocabulary and KAI assessments
(Kusché et al., 1988; Wechsler, 2011). This assessment was administered to a cross-sectional sample of participants spanning childhood,
adolescence, and early adulthood (i.e., ages 4 –25). Trained examiners
asked participants to define 24 emotion words, probed their comprehension of each emotion word, and scored their responses on a 0 –2
scale. Performance on this assessment constituted participants’ emotion comprehension scores.
To allow for direct comparisons of emotion comprehension and
abstraction, these measures were assessed in the same dataset.
Following data collection, participants’ responses were transcribed, and trained coders rated the abstractness of these responses. Coders also identified the concrete and abstract strategies
participants used to describe the meaning of emotion terms. Finally, a purely linguistic measure of abstraction based on the LCM
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was used to corroborate coders’ abstractness ratings and provide a
first step toward the automatic (i.e., nonhuman) computation of
emotion concept abstraction.

Method
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Participants
Two hundred three participants enrolled in the study. Data from
seven participants were unusable and thus excluded (one did not
complete the emotion vocabulary assessment, five did not understand and/or cooperate with task instructions, and audio recordings
were inaudible for one participant). Hence, analyses included data
from 196 participants (age range ⫽ 4.13–25.91, Mage ⫽ 14.53,
SDage ⫽ 5.81, 51.02% female, 64.29% Caucasian, three participants did not disclose race, range of income-to-needs ratio ⫽
0.07–13.32, Mincome-to-needs ⫽ 4.93, SDincome-to-needs ⫽ 3.09,
9.18% below poverty line, 25 participants did not report data
required for computing income-to-needs ratio1). Linguistic abstractness scores were excluded from seven participants because of
insufficient linguistic data (i.e., usable definitions did not include
enough words to produce valid linguistic abstractness scores, see
the online supplemental materials). Participants were recruited
from areas surrounding Harvard University and the University of
Washington. All participants were fluent in English with English
as their first language. Participants did not have cognitive impairments that would limit their ability to provide consent/assent or
complete tasks. Adult participants and guardians of minor participants provided informed consent prior to participation, and minor
participants assented to participation. All methods were approved
by the Institutional Review Boards of Harvard University
(IRB#15–2214: “Development of fundamental emotion processes”) and the University of Washington (IRB#50239: “Typical
emotional development”).
Given the absence of published data on the development of
emotion abstraction, an a priori power analysis was not possible.
Hence, we ensured that the sample size was sufficiently powered to
detect small-to-medium effects (i.e., ␤ ⬎ .20; Cohen, 1988). A power
analysis suggested that 194 participants would be required to detect an
effect of this size at 80% power. A post hoc power analysis verified
that our final sample (N ⫽ 196) was sufficiently powered (power ⫽
90%) to detect the study’s smallest age-related effect (i.e., the overall
linear decrease in physiological marker use across age, ␤ ⫽ .23).
Data for this study can be accessed at https://osf.io/m6ue7/.

Emotion Vocabulary Assessment
A performance-based assessment of emotion vocabulary was
created by adapting the format of the vocabulary test of the
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI; Wechsler,
2011). In this assessment (see the online supplemental materials),
participants were asked to define 27 emotion terms, and their
responses were scored for comprehension. For each emotion
word, the experimenter stated the term aloud, presented a card
displaying the written emotion word to the participant, and
asked “what does ___ mean?” Responses were self-paced. To
thoroughly probe participants’ understanding of emotion terms,
participants were prompted to provide more information if their
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initial response did not demonstrate full comprehension. Responses were audio-recorded and later transcribed.
Participants were asked to define the emotions amazed, angry,
annoyed, bored, calm, disappointed, disgusted, embarrassed, excited, grumpy, happy, hate, jealous, lonely, love, nervous, pleased,
proud, relaxed, sad, safe, scared, sorry, surprised, thankful, upset,
and worried. These emotions were selected to include (a) basic
emotions (Ekman & Friesen, 1971), (b) emotions that correspond
to all four quadrants of the circumplex dimensions of valence and
arousal (Russell, 1980), and (c) a mix of emotions that prior work
suggested young children can identify (e.g., angry, happy, sad) as
well as some that may emerge later in development (e.g., disappointed; Baron-Cohen et al., 2010). Data from three words—sorry,
thankful, and pleased—were not included in measures of emotion
comprehension or abstraction. The decision to exclude these three
words was made following data collection but before human
coders produced measures of emotion abstraction. This decision
was made (a) to reduce burden of human coding and (b) because
these three words were considered less central to classical conceptualizations of what constitutes an emotion (i.e., in contrast to
classic labels of emotion states, sorry and thankful refer more to
interpersonal expressions of affect, and pleased refers more or
one’s broad level of positively valenced affect). Emotion words
were presented in random order for each participant.
Trained experimenters scored participants’ responses during the
testing session. A score of 2 points indicated full comprehension,
1 point indicated partial comprehension, and 0 points indicated no
comprehension. To earn 2 points, the participant’s response must
have included (a) a general definition of the emotion word (i.e., an
abstract explanation of the general causes or characteristics of the
emotion that was not bound to a specific situation; e.g., “people
feel sad when they experience loss”), (b) a synonym of the emotion
word (e.g., “sad means feeling sorrowful”), or (c) an example
situation that would likely give rise to that emotion and not others
(e.g., “I felt sad when my pet died”). During the assessment,
experimenters could refer to a scoring guide that included example
definitions and synonyms for each emotion word (see the online
supplemental materials). Responses earned 1 point if they were of
the correct valence but were overly vague and did not specifically
describe the emotion in question. For example, the responses “calm
means you think things are good” is too vague to specifically define
calmness, and “I felt angry when my sister got something that I
wanted” is a situation that could produce either anger or jealousy.
Hence, these responses would both receive 1 point. Responses earned
0 points if they described emotions of the incorrect valence or if the
participant responded by saying “I don’t know.”
An emotion comprehension score was computed for each participant by summing their scores across all trials and converting
this sum to a percentage of the total possible score. Because all
participants included in analyses completed the entire emotion
vocabulary assessment, the total possible score for every participant was 48 points (2 points for 24 emotions). We converted
participants’ scores to percentages by dividing them by this total
possible score and multiplying by 100.
1
Data concerning race and socioeconomic status were provided by adult
participants themselves and from parents of participants who were minors.
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Human Coder Assessment of Emotion Abstractness
Following transcription, trained coders rated the abstractness of
participants’ responses on the emotion vocabulary assessment.
First, coders scored each response on three 10-point scales that
provided numerical assessments of abstractness. These three scales
drew upon extant definitions of abstraction as the extent to which
responses focused on generalizable, internal principles rather than
external situational details (Burgoon, Henderson, & Markman,
2013; Joelson & Herrmann, 1978; Barsalou et al., 2018). The
scales included the questions: (a) “how abstract is this response”
(1 ⫽ extremely concrete, 10 ⫽ extremely abstract, where abstract
was defined for raters as “the extent to which responses referred to
general concepts, thoughts, or ideas, and not bound to specific
contexts or stimuli”), (b) “how much does this response depend on
thoughts and ideas about the general principles that produce this
emotion?” (1 ⫽ not at all, 10 ⫽ extremely), and (c) “how much
does this response focus on concrete situation(s) or characteristics
that produce this emotion?” (1 ⫽ not at all, 10 ⫽ extremely). The
third scale was reverse-scored, and ratings on these three scales
were averaged to produce a single coder abstractness score for
each response.
Second, coders indicated which of four “strategies” the participant used to describe each emotion. Three of these strategies came
from the a priori list that participants could use to obtain a 2-point
response (i.e., providing a general definition, example situation, or
synonym). To assess how strongly participants conceptualized
emotions in terms of bodily sensations, coders also indicated
whether or not each response referenced a “physiological marker”
(i.e., it described a bodily sensation or physiological change associated with a given emotion; e.g., “people cry when they are sad”).
Responses could employ multiple strategies.
To ensure that ratings were reliable, the second author coded all
responses, and two research assistants provided a second rating for
all responses (i.e., each provided a second rating of approximately
half of the responses). Coders were not informed of participants’
ages during coding, and vocal cues as to a participant’s age could
not bias coding because coders only had access to transcriptions of
participants’ responses. Coders underwent extensive training before beginning the coding process to increase reliability. Measures
of interrater reliability for the three abstraction score ratings demonstrate strong reliability. Across all responses, correlations between coders for the three human rated abstractness scales were
r ⫽ .81 (“how abstract is this response?”), r ⫽ .79 (“how much
does this response depend on thoughts and ideas about the general
principles that produce this emotion?”), and r ⫽ .90 (“how much
does this response focus on concrete situation(s) or characteristics
that produce this emotion?”). The correlation between coders for
the average of these three scales was r ⫽ .89, and Cronbach’s
alpha across the three scales was ␣ ⫽ .93. Hence, the coder
abstractness score for each response was averaged across the two
coders to provide a single score for each response. Coders came to
full agreement on which strategies were used in each response
through discussion.
It was determined a priori that only definitions that earned 2
points would be included in abstractness analyses. This ensured
that estimates of emotion abstraction only included responses that
accurately described each emotion type. Crucially, however, full
comprehension could be demonstrated both through abstract (e.g.,

providing a general definition or synonym) and concrete (e.g.,
providing an example situation) strategies, so restricting abstraction analyses to emotion words that participants fully comprehended did not inherently bias these analyses. Coder abstractness
scores were averaged across all available trials within each participant (i.e., participant-level coder abstractness scores were computed without scores for any emotions on which the participant did
not receive a comprehension score of 2). We similarly computed
the percentage of trials for which each participant used each of the
four strategies. We call these percentages general definition use,
synonym use, example situation use, and physiological marker use.
Because younger participants comprehended fewer emotions than
older participants (see the Results section), different emotions
could have been included in estimates of emotion abstraction
across age. Although we conceptualized this as a part of the
phenomenon that this study investigates, we conducted supplemental analyses to ensure that dependent variables that showed
emergent or linear patterns underwent significant developmental
change even when the sample was restricted to participants who
fully comprehended emotion terms (see the online supplemental
materials). Hence, age-related differences in emotion comprehension do not confound analyses of emotion abstraction reported in
the main text.

Linguistic Assessment of Emotion Abstractness
To corroborate human coded ratings of abstractness, we also
produced a linguistic measure of abstractness by drawing upon the
Linguistic Category Model (LCM; Carnaghi et al., 2008; Seih et
al., 2017; Semin & Fiedler, 1988, 1991; Semin et al., 2002). In this
model, word classes are sorted into one of five levels of abstraction. Abstraction level 1 includes descriptive action verbs (i.e.,
verbs describing a specific action that can be constrained to a
single instance; e.g., “die” in a definition of sad). Abstraction level
2 includes interpretive action verbs (i.e., verbs describing general
behaviors that cross specific instances; e.g., “withdraw” in a definition of sad). Abstraction level 3 includes state verbs (i.e., verbs
involving mental states without clear beginning or end; e.g.,
“mourn” in a definition of sad). Abstraction level 4 includes
adjectives (i.e., references to qualities that require considering
mental states or abstracting across several instances; e.g., “depressed” in a definition of sad). Abstraction level 5 includes nouns
(references to classes of things; e.g., “loss” in a definition of sad).
A mathematical formula is used to compute a passage’s abstractness
by comparing the proportion of words that fall within each abstraction
level (see Seih et al., 2017 for details). Scores range from 1 to 5, with
higher values indicating higher levels of abstractness.
Following prior work (Pennebaker, Booth, & Francis, 2007;
Schmid, 1994; Seih et al., 2017), we used the Linguistic Inquiry
and Word Count (LIWC Pennebaker, Booth, Boyd, & Francis,
2015) and TreeTagger software implemented in TXM (Heiden,
2010; Schmid, 1994) to extract the number of words in each
response that fell within each level of linguistic abstraction. We
then computed a linguistic abstractness score for each response
using the formula provided by Seih et al. (2017). To parallel the
other measures of emotion abstractness, we computed LCM measures for responses that earned 2 points. Linguistic abstractness
scores for all qualifying responses were then averaged within
participants to produce participant-level linguistic abstractness
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scores. Only two trials did not have any words in abstraction levels
1–5, so a linguistic abstraction score could not be computed. These
trials were treated as missing values and not included in linguistic
abstractness scores for those participants.
A series of exploratory analyses suggested that linguistic abstractness scores may not have been valid for very young children
in our sample (see the online supplemental materials). Coherence
between linguistic abstractness scores and coder abstractness
scores broke down at young ages, and this lack of coherence was
explained by the fact that some young participants had few words
on which a linguistic abstractness score could be computed (likely
because only words from responses that showed full comprehension could be analyzed, and younger children comprehended fewer
emotions). Hence, we excluded linguistic abstractness scores from
seven participants who had fewer than 100 total words in their
usable verbal responses during the assessment. Excluding these
participants ensured that the correlation between coder and linguistic abstractness scores was stable across age.

Hypotheses and Analyses
Interrelations between dependent variables. In all, this
study produced one measure of emotion comprehension, two measures of emotion abstraction (i.e., coder abstractness ratings and
linguistic abstractness scores), and four measures of definitional
strategies (i.e., general definition use, synonym use, example situation use, and physiological marker use). We hypothesized that
people who comprehended more emotion words would also represent emotions more abstractly. We hypothesized that the two
measures of emotion abstractness would converge: coder abstractness scores and linguistic abstractness scores should positively
correlate. We hypothesized that general definition use and synonym
use would track increased abstractness (i.e., they should correlate
positively with coder and linguistic abstractness scores) because providing a general definition for an emotion indicates understanding of
the internal principles that give rise to emotions across situations and
providing synonyms denotes an understanding of the taxonomic relations between emotion words (i.e., knowing that two words can be
used to refer to the same concept). Finally, we hypothesized that
example situation use and physiological marker use would track
increased concreteness (i.e., they should correlate negatively with
coder and linguistic abstractness scores) because providing example
situations and physiological markers involves attending to concrete
physical details of emotional experiences.
To test these hypotheses, Spearman’s correlations assessed the
significance and direction of all pairwise relations between these
variables at the participant level. Note that because measures of
emotion abstraction were only valid for responses on which the
participant showed full comprehension of emotion terms, these
analyses involved correlating participant-level emotion comprehension scores (i.e., how well participants comprehended the 24
emotion terms we assessed) with participant-level emotion abstraction scores (i.e., how abstractly participants represented the
subset of emotions that they fully comprehended). Spearman’s
correlations were used for these analyses because of the skewed
distribution of all dependent variables other than linguistic abstractness scores. Given the number of correlation analyses con-
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ducted, we corrected for multiple comparisons using the Benjamini
and Hochberg (1995) false discovery rate (FDR).
Overall age-related differences in emotion comprehension
and abstraction. Based on prior work (e.g., Baron-Cohen et al.,
2010; Ponari et al., 2018), we hypothesized that both emotion
comprehension and emotion abstraction would follow emergent
age-related patterns (i.e., they would increase across early development before reaching a plateau; Somerville et al., 2013). We
also hypothesized that emotion comprehension would plateau earlier in development than emotion abstraction. We did not have
strong hypotheses concerning potential differences between agerelated patterns of the two measures of emotion abstractness and
use of the four strategies except that the two measures in which
higher scores indicated less abstraction (i.e., example situation use
and physiological marker use) should show “inverse emergent
patterns” (or diminishing patterns) that decreased across childhood
and adolescence before plateauing at their nadir.
To test whether measures of emotion comprehension and abstraction indeed followed emergent or diminishing patterns of
change (specific kinds of nonlinear shapes), we analyzed each
dependent variable following the nonlinear analytic methods of
Rodman, Powers, and Somerville (2017). This approach tests
whether “traditional” polynomial patterns (i.e., linear, quadratic,
and cubic models) or more complex nonlinear patterns (i.e., splinebased models) best fit age-related patterns in the data. Each dependent variable was subjected to four models that assessed for (a)
linear, (b) quadratic, (c) cubic, and (d) other nonlinear relations
with age. Linear, quadratic, and cubic analyses were tested within
linear regression frameworks using the poly function in R’s stats
package (R Core Team, 2018). The poly function transforms age
into orthogonalized linear, quadratic, and cubic regressors. Linear,
quadratic, and cubic regressions were each tested in separate
regression models, but lower-order regressors were included in
higher-order models (i.e., the linear regressor was included in the
quadratic analysis, and both the linear and quadratic regressors
were included in the cubic analysis). Finally, we used generalized
additive modeling approaches to test for age-related patterns that
did not fit linear, quadratic, or cubic patterns. Specifically, thin
plate regression smoothing spline analyses were used to produce
regression equations that fit the data using cross-validation procedures that were penalized for the number of parameters to prevent
overfitting. The result of these models is a stable smooth curve that
describes the data’s age-related patterns but is not constrained to
stereotyped linear, quadratic, or cubic shapes. Spline analyses were
conducted using the mgcv package in R (Wood, 2003, 2017).
The four models (linear, quadratic, cubic, and spline) were
compared with each other as well as a null model containing no
age predictors using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) values
(Akaike, 1974). AIC values provide a measure of goodness of fit
that takes into account the number of parameters, and lower AIC
values indicate better model fit after penalizing for the number of
parameters. Adjusted R2 values for each model are reported as
additional measures of goodness of fit for each model. These
values summarize the proportion of variance explained by each
model after adjusting for the number of predictors.
When spline regressions were the best fitting model, we visualized the resulting regression lines and found that they conformed
to the “emergent” pattern defined by prior literature (Casey, 2015;
Somerville et al., 2013) for four dependent variables. Emotion
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comprehension scores, coder abstractness scores, general definition use, and example situation use showed rapid change in
the early portion of the study’s age range before stabilizing
(see the Results section). We then used a data-driven method to
identify the age at which these variables reached their plateaus
(see the online supplemental materials for details on method development). Two criteria identified plateaus: (a) reduced rate of
change in the dependent variable and (b) the dependent variable
reached the maximum/minimum of its development. First, we
extracted the best-fit line summarizing age-related change for each
variable and computed its first derivative (Simpson, 2014). Because the first derivative quantifies the slope of a curve, the plateau
of an emergent curve can be defined as the earliest age at which the
first derivative approaches 0 (i.e., the curve flattens). Hence, we set
the thresholds for a plateau as occurring when the change in the
dependent variable slowed to less than 0.5%/year (for emotion
comprehension scores and strategy use, which are measured on a
100-point scale) or 0.05/year (for coder abstractness scores, which
are measured on a 10-point scale).
Second, to prevent plateaus from being incorrectly identified at
points where the slope of the curve slowed temporarily, we ensured that plateaus reflected the age at which the dependent variable could be considered fully developed. In other words, we
ensured the plateau occurred at a point where the dependent
variable had finished increasing to its maximum (or falling to its
minimum) and then remained stable. We consequently added a
second criterion such that the value of the dependent variable at the
plateau must have been near the maximum value (or minimum
value, for situation use, which fell across age). Near the maximum
or minimum value was operationalized as falling within the 95%
CI of the smoothing spline’s estimate of the maximum (or minimum) value of the curve.
Using coder abstractness scores as an illustration (see Figure
1B), the curve slowed to ⬍ .5%/year at age 17.69, satisfying the
first criterion. To check the second criterion, we next evaluated
whether this plateau point reflected the conclusion of age-related
change (rather than a temporary flattening). The 95% CI of coder

abstractness scores around this point were 8.98 –9.56 (i.e., the gray
shaded region around the maximal point of the curve). Because the
value of the curve at age 17.69 (i.e., 9.27) was within this 95% CI,
this age was deemed the plateau point.
We used nonparametric bootstrapping methods to test for significant differences in the ages at which each of these variables
plateaued. We conducted 10,000 bootstrapped simulations of our
data using the boot package in R (Canty & Ripley, 2017; Davison
& Hinkley, 1997). Within each simulated sample, we (a) conducted spline analyses of emotion comprehension scores, coder
abstractness scores, general definition use, and example situation
use; (b) used the first derivative method described above to identify the age of each variable’s plateau; and (c) computed pairwise
differences between the 4 plateau ages. The 95% bias-corrected
and accelerated (BCa) confidence intervals (CIs) of these differences were computed, and those that did not include 0 were
considered significant (DiCiccio et al., 1996). We also used these
bootstrap simulations to compute estimates of the 95% BCa CIs of
each plateau point for descriptive purposes.
Development of emotion comprehension and abstraction for
each emotion. To provide descriptive estimates of emotion
comprehension and abstraction for each of the 24 emotion
words assessed in this study, we subjected emotion comprehension scores and coder abstractness scores for each emotion to
smoothing spline analyses. We extracted the lines of best fit for
these spline models and visually present estimates of these
values. These descriptive data are provided to allow for speculative interpretations of age-related changes for each emotion
and to offer norms that can guide future research.
Control analyses. We conducted two sets of analyses to control for potential confounds. First, it was possible that abstractness
measures were biased by the length of participants’ responses. To
address this concern, we used LIWC to extract the word count of
each response and tested (a) whether average word count varied
across age and (b) whether controlling for word count eliminated
age-related variation in other dependent variables. Second, it is
possible that providing a synonym does not actually reflect com-

Figure 1. Age-related patterns of emotion comprehension and one measure of emotion abstraction. Thin plate
regression smoothing splines revealed that (A) emotion comprehension scores and (B) coder abstractness scores
followed emergent age-related patterns. However, emotion comprehension scores plateaued significantly earlier
than coder abstractness scores. Solid black lines depict spline model fits (dark gray regions represent 95% CIs
from spline models). Vertical dashed lines show developmental plateaus computed using first derivatives of
spline fits (vertical light gray regions represent 95% CIs from bootstrap simulations).
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prehension of an emotion term but instead is merely evidence that
participants could produce terms semantically associated with that
emotion word. In other words, providing synonyms might reflect
shallow semantic priming in which participants produced words
they knew were associated with the target emotion word but did
not actually comprehend the concept underlying either word. To
address this concern, we computed the number of trials on which
participants only provided synonyms, and we investigated whether
the study’s results differed when these trials were treated as
incorrect responses.
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Results
Interrelations Between Dependent Measures
Spearman’s correlations indicated that participants who showed
higher emotion word comprehension had more abstract emotion
representations (Table 1). Within emotion abstraction measures,
modest convergence emerged between human ratings of emotion
abstractness and automated linguistic measures of abstractness
(Table 1). Additionally, the direction of correlations supported the
hypotheses that general definition use and synonym use tracked
increased abstractness, whereas example situation use and physiological marker use tracked decreased abstractness. All of these
relations were significant and survived FDR correction for multiple comparisons except: (a) emotion comprehension scores
showed only a trending relationship with physiological marker use
(p ⫽ .076) that did not survive correction, and (b) synonym use did
not correlate significantly with physiological marker use.

Age-Related Differences in Emotion Comprehension
and Abstraction
Results of analyses using linear, quadratic, and cubic polynomial models, as well as thin plate regression smoothing spline
models are presented in Table 2. AICs of null models are provided
for comparison.
Emotion comprehension scores. The spline model produced
the best fit for emotion comprehension scores (Table 2), revealing
that emotion comprehension scores followed an emergent pattern
across age (Figure 1A). The first derivative of the spline curve
suggested that development of emotion comprehension plateaued
at age 10.95, 95% CI ⫽ [8.76, 12.11].
Coder abstractness scores. The spline model produced the
best fit to coder abstractness scores (Table 2). Coder abstractness
scores also followed an emergent age-related pattern, but these
scores plateaued at age 17.69, 95% CI [16.06, 19.17] (Figure 1B).
A nonparametric bootstrapping analysis suggested that this plateau
was significantly later than the emotion comprehension plateau,
95% CI [4.83, 9.25].
Linguistic abstractness scores. Both the linear and spline
model suggested that linguistic abstractness scores followed a
linear age-related pattern (Table 2, Figure 2) after removing seven
participants with little linguistic data (see the online supplemental
materials). Hence, this purely linguistic measure of abstractness also
suggested that emotion representations became more abstract from
childhood to early adulthood. However, the best-fitting shape of this
relation was linear rather than emergent, and the strength of the
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relation between age and linguistic abstractness scores was smaller
than the relation between age and coder abstractness scores.
General definition use. General definitions were the most
frequent strategy participants used to describe emotions (81.21%
of trials). A spline model provided the best fit to these data,
revealing that general definition use followed an emergent agerelated pattern (Table 2, Figure 3A). General definition use plateaued at age 17.19, 95% CI [13.40, 18.50]. This plateau was
significantly later than the plateau of emotion comprehension, 95%
CI [4.08, 9.00], but it did not significantly differ from the plateau
of coder abstractness scores, 95% CI [⫺1.55, 4.50].
Synonym use. Participants used synonyms to describe emotions on 33.63% of trials. Both linear and spline models suggested
that synonym use followed a linear increase across development
(Table 2, Figure 3B).
Example situation use. Example situations were used to describe emotions on 26.22% of trials. A spline model provided the
best fit to the data, revealing that use of this strategy followed a
diminishing pattern (Table 2). Example situation use fell across
childhood and adolescence before reaching a plateau at age 18.19,
95% CI [16.67, 22.06]2 (Figure 3C). This plateau was significantly
later than the plateau of emotion comprehension, 95% CI [5.32,
11.78], but it did not significantly differ from the plateaus of coder
abstractness scores, 95% CI [⫺5.18, 0.59], or general definition
use, 95% CI [⫺1.17, 6.06]. Thus, all plateau ages for measures of
emotion abstraction occurred significantly later than the emotion
comprehension plateau but did not differ significantly from each
other.
Physiological marker use. Physiological markers were used
to describe 7.29% of trials. A significant linear regression suggested that use of this strategy decreased across age, but the spline
model provided the best fit to the data (Table 2). This model
suggested that physiological marker use followed a nonlinear but
also not emergent pattern of age-related change (Figure 3D). Use
of physiological markers was elevated in midchildhood but low at
other ages. First derivative analyses suggested that physiological
marker use increased from age 4.13 to age 10.00, then decreased
until age 15.05, and then remained low through the rest of the
study’s age range.
Controlling for word count. A linear regression at the participant level showed that average word count of participants’
responses increased with age, ␤ ⫽ .21, p ⫽ .004. However,
differences in the length of participants’ responses across age did
not confound measures of emotion abstraction. Linear regressions
examining coder abstractness scores, general definition use, and
example situation use (from childhood until the coder abstraction
score plateau of age 17.69) showed that age remained significantly
related to these dependent variables even after controlling for the
average word count of participants’ responses, ps ⬍ .001. Simi2
A plateau could not be identified in 0.84% of bootstrapped simulations for
example situation use. In these simulations, the slope decreased across the
entire sample and did not slow to the rate that would qualify as a plateau,
suggesting that the plateau age was not reached before age 25.91. Although
these simulations were excluded from confidence interval estimates, we ensured that replacing these missing values with ages above 26 did not affect the
significance of inferences drawn from confidence interval comparisons (i.e.,
these exclusions do not affect the conclusion that abstraction plateaus did not
differ significantly from each other but they all differ significantly from the
comprehension plateau).
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Table 1
Spearman’s Correlations Showing Interrelations Between Dependent Measures
Measure
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Emotion comprehension scores
Coder abstractness scores
Linguistic abstractness scores
General definition strategy use
Synonym strategy use
Situation strategy use
Physiological marker strategy use

1

2

3

4

5

6

—
.52ⴱⴱⴱ
.20ⴱⴱ
.50ⴱⴱⴱ
.23ⴱⴱ
⫺.49ⴱⴱⴱ
⫺.13#

—
.45ⴱⴱⴱ
.74ⴱⴱⴱ
.33ⴱⴱⴱ
⫺.90ⴱⴱⴱ
⫺.35ⴱⴱⴱ

—
.25ⴱⴱⴱ
.29ⴱⴱⴱ
⫺.50ⴱⴱⴱ
⫺.40ⴱⴱⴱ

—
.17ⴱ
⫺.63ⴱⴱⴱ
⫺.16ⴱ

—
⫺.32ⴱⴱⴱ
⫺.11

—
.36ⴱⴱⴱ

Note. See the main text for tests of linear and nonlinear relations between age and other variables. All
significant relations (i.e., ps ⬍ .05) survive false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons, but
other relations (i.e., ps ⬎ .05) do not.
#
p ⬍ .10. ⴱ p ⬍ .05. ⴱⴱ p ⬍ .01. ⴱⴱⴱ p ⬍ .001.

larly, age was significantly related to linguistic abstractness scores
and synonym use across the entire sample even after controlling
for average word count, ps ⬍ .001. A series of parallel analyses at
the trial level (i.e., mixed-effects models that nested data within

participants and examined whether each definition’s abstraction
metrics were related to participants’ age after controlling for the
length of each response) also showed that age remained a significant predictor of these dependent variables after controlling for

Table 2
Results of Null, Polynomial, and Thin Plate Smoothing Spline Models for Each Dependent Variable
Dependent variable

Model

Emotion comprehension scores

Null
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Spline
Null
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Spline
Null
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Spline
Null
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Spline
Null
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Spline
Null
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Spline
Null
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Spline

Coder abstractness scores

Linguistic abstractness scores

General definition use

Synonym use

Example situation use

Physiological marker use

␤

p

Adj R2

.48
⫺.50
.32

⬍.001ⴱⴱⴱ
⬍.001ⴱⴱⴱ
⬍.001ⴱⴱⴱ

.23
.47
.58
.62

.76
⫺.37
⫺.01

⬍.001ⴱⴱⴱ
⬍.001ⴱⴱⴱ
.745

.58
.72
.72
.73

.46
⫺.001
⫺.05

<.001ⴱⴱⴱ
.991
.467

.21
.20
.20
.21

.70
⫺.46
.07

⬍.001ⴱⴱⴱ
⬍.001ⴱⴱⴱ
.057

.49
.70
.70
.70

.32
⫺.05
⫺.01

<.001ⴱⴱⴱ
.458
.848

.10
.09
.09
.10

⫺.67
.32
.02

⬍.001ⴱⴱⴱ
⬍.001ⴱⴱⴱ
.687

.45
.55
.55
.56

⫺.23
⫺.01
.13

.001ⴱⴱ
.882
.062

.05
.04
.05
.10

AIC
1608.10
1558.51
1484.31
1442.01
1426.36
833.48
663.07
586.51
588.40
580.05
⫺142.50
ⴚ185.25
⫺183.25
⫺181.79
⫺185.25a
1859.18
1728.89
1627.36
1625.66
1623.66
1738.33
1719.66
1721.10
1723.06
1719.66a
1866.19
1750.57
1712.61
1714.44
1710.20
1392.78
1384.27
1386.25
1384.68
1378.66

Note. Bold text indicates best-fitting model for each dependent variable, as determined by having the lowest
AIC. ␤ ⫽ standardized beta; Adj R2 ⫽ adjusted R2; AIC ⫽ Akaike Information Criterion.
In these two cases, spline model algorithms revealed that the best fits were identical to linear models; hence
we interpreted the linear models.
ⴱⴱ
p ⬍ .01. ⴱⴱⴱ p ⬍ .001.
a
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before reaching a plateau. However, emotion comprehension plateaued significantly earlier (i.e., around age 11) than emotion
abstraction (i.e., around age 18). A linguistic measure of abstractness was computed from the words participants used to describe
emotions, and this measure also suggested that emotion concepts
became increasingly abstract across age. Finally, age was related
to the strategies participants used to describe emotions. The tendency to use abstract strategies increased across age, with general
definition use following an emergent pattern and synonym use
following a linear pattern. Conversely, use of concrete strategies
decreased across age, with example situation use following a
diminishing pattern and physiological marker use showing a nonlinear pattern that was slightly elevated in childhood. We discuss
the implications of these findings below.

An Interview-Based Method for Measuring
Emotion Comprehension
Figure 2. Linguistic abstractness scores, a purely linguistic measure of
abstractness computed following Seih et al. (2017), increased linearly with
increasing age. This result corroborates abstractness scores provided by
human coders. Dark gray regions represent 95% CI.

word count, ps ⬍ .001. As such, the length of participants’ responses did not confound any of the study’s key findings.
Control analyses investigating trials on which participants
only provided synonyms. A second set of control analyses
ensured that results were not significantly affected by the possibility that only providing a synonym for an emotion word may
reflect shallow semantic priming rather than full comprehension of
an emotion word’s underlying concept. Across all trials, 4.49% of
trials involved only providing a synonym (4.90% of 2-point responses), and removing these trials did not affect conclusions
presented in the main text (see the online supplemental materials
for details).

Age-Related Change for Each Emotion
Visual representations of spline models of emotion comprehension scores and coder abstractness scores are shown in Figure 4.
These analyses are presented for descriptive purposes. Emotion
comprehension at age 4 varied substantially across emotions
(e.g., ⬎80% for love but ⬍10% for amazed). The age at which
emotion comprehension approached ceiling (i.e., exceeded 90%)
also varied across emotions (e.g., around age 6 for scared and safe
but around age 10 for calm). However, interemotion variability
was even greater for age-related patterns of emotion abstraction.
Whereas coder abstractness scores approached ceiling (i.e., exceeded 9 of 10) as early as age 13 for hate, disappointed, and love,
comparable levels only emerged around age 20 for proud and
annoyed, and this threshold was never reached for nervous.

Discussion
The current study assessed the development of emotion word
comprehension and emotion concept abstraction from childhood to
adulthood. Emotion comprehension and abstraction both followed
emergent age-related patterns of change that increased with age

This study offers a novel tool for assessing emotion comprehension, the emotion vocabulary assessment. This interview adapts
techniques from the WASI vocabulary assessment (Wechsler,
2011) and updates the approach used by the emotion definition
task of the KAI (Kusché et al., 1988). Other than the KAI, several
innovative methods have been used to study emotion language in
childhood and adolescence. These methods include (a) coding
conversations between children and their parents or their peers
(Aznar & Tenenbaum, 2013; Bretherton & Beeghly, 1982; Cervantes & Callanan, 1998; J. Dunn, Bretherton, & Munn, 1987;
Lagattuta & Wellman, 2002; MacWhinney & Snow, 1990), (b)
asking participants to verbalize how they or other people would
feel in emotional situations described by vignettes (O’Kearney &
Dadds, 2004, 2005), (c) asking participants to name as many
emotion terms as they can think of until they have exhausted all
known terms (Beck et al., 2012; Duncombe et al., 2013; Kusché et
al., 1988; Locke et al., 2015), (d) asking children, adolescents, or
their parents to self-report on their emotion word comprehension
(Baron-Cohen et al., 2010; Li & Yu, 2015), (e) asking adults to
recall the age at which they acquired words (Kuperman,
Stadthagen-Gonzalez, & Brysbaert, 2012; Stadthagen-Gonzalez &
Davis, 2006), (f) using written tests in which participants identify
which emotion would most likely be produced by specific situations (MacCann & Roberts, 2008), (g) using lexical decision tasks
to test whether participants can identify emotion words versus
nonwords (Ponari et al., 2018), (h) asking participants to match
emotion words with scripts describing situational causes and consequences of emotions (Balconi & Carrera, 2007; Reichenbach &
Masters, 1983; Russell & Widen, 2002; Smith & Walden, 2001;
Widen et al., 2015; Widen & Russell, 2010a, 2010b), and (i)
asking participants to define nonemotional and emotional terms in
writing (Caramelli & Setti, 2005).
There are pros and cons to each these methods. For instance,
some provide naturalistic assessments of emotion word use (e.g.,
methods a and b) whereas others offer more focused examination
of whether or not participants comprehend a specific set of emotion words (e.g., method f). Some rely on participants’ own selfassessment of whether they know emotion words (e.g., method d),
and others involve experimenter-assessed tests of comprehension
(e.g., methods f–i). Finally, some of them offer insight into how
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Figure 3. Age-related patterns of 4 different strategies for describing emotions. (A) Use of general definitions
followed an emergent pattern that increased across childhood and adolescence before plateauing. B) Use of
synonyms increased linearly with increasing age. (C) Use of example situations followed a diminishing pattern
that decreased across childhood and adolescence before plateauing. (D) Use of physiological markers followed
a nonlinear pattern that was elevated in childhood. Solid black lines depict spline model fits (dark gray regions
represent 95% CI from spline models). Vertical dashed lines show developmental plateaus computed using first
derivatives of spline fits (vertical light gray regions represent 95% CIs from bootstrap simulations).

participants define emotions (e.g., method i) whereas others do not
(e.g., methods a– h).
The emotion vocabulary assessment developed here expands
upon these prior methods to assess comprehension of emotion
words through an interview format, which allows experimenters to
ask follow-up questions in real time and thereby fully probe
participants’ comprehension. The breadth and thoroughness of this
assessment offers several strengths. For example, prior work on
emotion word comprehension across childhood and adolescence
relied on participants’ self-assessment of their emotion comprehension, which is susceptible to demand characteristics (BaronCohen et al., 2010; Li & Yu, 2015). Hence, the present study used
an experimenter-assessed method to validate that emotion word
comprehension emerges across early childhood and plateaus
around age 11. Additionally, verbally probing and recording participants’ emotion definitions allows for deeper insight into how
people represent the concepts underlying emotion words. Although
we studied the abstraction of these concepts, this method could be
used to study other facets of emotion concept development.

When comprehension patterns for individual emotions were
examined, we found that comprehension of all 24 emotions assessed in this project reached 90% comprehension within a 4-year
window (ages 6 –10). Hence, these years represent a particularly
active period of maturation in emotion word comprehension. However, we also found variability across emotions both in levels of
comprehension at age 4 and in the age at which they approached
full comprehension. As such, the overall plateau point we
identified in this study was influenced by the specific emotions
included in this assessment, and this value should not be taken
as absolute.
Although we caution against overinterpreting patterns for each
emotion, they suggest that some emotion words (e.g., love, scared,
excited, angry, sad, happy) may be comprehended before more
social (e.g., proud, embarrassed, jealous) or nuanced emotion
words (e.g., nervous, annoyed, amazed). These patterns accord
with the notion that a core set of emotion concepts arise early in
development and differentiate into more nuanced categories across
age (Bridges, 1930; Nook, Sasse, et al., 2017; Widen, 2013; Wu,
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Figure 4. Spline-based estimates of (A) emotion comprehension and (B) emotion abstraction (i.e., coder
abstractness scores) for each emotion across age. Lighter colors represent higher levels of comprehension or
abstraction. Emotions are ordered in terms of initial comprehension scores at age 4. In panel B, black regions
indicate ages at which no participants fully comprehended the emotion, so estimates of emotion abstractness
could not be computed.

Muentener, & Schulz, 2017). Interestingly, this pattern aligns with
Rosch’s overarching cognitive theory that basic levels of categories (i.e., those that are most representative of a category and most
frequently used by caregivers; e.g., fear) are learned early in
development, and subordinate category members (i.e., those that
describe more nuanced levels of a category; e.g., nervousness) are
mastered with greater experience across age (Mervis & Rosch,
1981; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976).
Additionally, the fact that classic social emotions were lateremerging than nonsocial emotions also converges with work
showing that theory of mind shows protracted maturation in social
emotional development (Blakemore, 2008; Burnett, Bird, Moll,
Frith, & Blakemore, 2009; Choudhury, Blakemore, & Charman,
2006; Sebastian et al., 2012). Future research that specifically
manipulates these factors (e.g., by comparing social and nonsocial emotions) using lists of emotion words that are matched
for word length and other salient dimensions could further test
this notion.
Although emotion vocabulary assessment provided several benefits beyond prior methods, two weaknesses of this interviewbased approach should be noted. First, we originally counted
synonyms as demonstrating full comprehension because (a)

Wechsler vocabulary assessments (on which this test was modeled) accept synonyms as correct responses (Wechsler, 1999) and
(b) providing synonyms demonstrates at least some understanding
of how words within a taxonomy are organized (i.e., that two
words refer to the same concept and not different concepts).
However, it is possible to provide a synonym but not fully comprehend the concept underlying the target word. Even though
control analyses suggested that this possibility did not invalidate
this study’s results, researchers may nonetheless wish to remove
this criterion in future work. Second, success on interview-based
assessments likely relies on several cognitive and social factors
beyond emotion comprehension and abstraction. These factors
include developmental increases in general vocabulary and
working memory (which could potentially allow older participants to more easily organize and verbally express their
thoughts; Farkas & Beron, 2004; Siegel & Ryan, 1989), as well
as increased awareness of the social script that one should
provide abstract definitions during vocabulary assessments. Although these weaknesses exist for all developmental studies that
use interview-based methods, future work could control for
these factors by measuring them all in one study or using
nonemotion terms as control items.
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Emotion Abstraction: Implications for Affective,
Developmental, and Cognitive Theory
Because the emotion vocabulary assessment collected participants’ verbal definitions of emotions, data from this study could
also be used to investigate the phenomenon of emotion concept
abstraction. Scholars have long known that nonverbal and verbal
abstraction skills grow across development and that multiple components of emotion understanding also develop (Ferrer et al., 2009;
Nook, Sasse, et al., 2017; Pons, Harris, & de Rosnay, 2004;
Widen, 2013). However, insight into whether these two faculties
interact has been lacking (though see Waggoner & Palermo, 1989).
The current findings suggest that these processes indeed converge:
emotion concepts become more abstract from childhood to adolescence. In particular, emotion definitions shifted from understanding emotions in terms of external concrete situations to understanding them in terms of internal principles that generalized
across situations (Barsalou et al., 2018). Further, we found that
emotion abstraction was a later-emerging phenomenon than emotion word comprehension. Control analyses showed that these
results were not driven by differences in response length across
age.
The notion that emotion words can be associated with relatively
more concrete or abstract representations extends theories of emotion. Burgeoning theoretical and empirical work argues that emotion concepts shape how individuals understand their own and
others’ emotions (Doyle & Lindquist, 2018; Gendron et al., 2012;
Lindquist, MacCormack, et al., 2015; Nook et al., 2015; Satpute et
al., 2016). However, these theories have not considered how the
abstraction of one’s emotion concepts might vary. Based on
simulation-based theories of concept representation (Barrett, 2017;
Barsalou, 1999, 2009; Wilson-Mendenhall, 2017), these data suggest that when defining emotion words, children and adolescents
draw upon more external simulations (i.e., simulations directly
connected to perceptual memories; e.g., an episode of crying),
whereas adults draw upon simulations that are more “internal” and
integrated (i.e., simulations involving other conceptual representations; e.g., the abstract concept of loss). This reveals that development of emotion concepts involves building an inner network of
conceptual representations that progressively become more abstract with age. Future research could extend this work by charting
the fine-grained development of this network and by examining
whether and how the abstraction of emotion concepts impacts
actual emotional experiences. Theories of situated conceptualization (Barrett, 2017; Wilson-Mendenhall et al., 2013, 2011) suggest
that this would be the case, but because this study focused on
conceptual understanding of emotion words outside of actual emotional experiences, this remains an open question.
Developmentally, these results grant additional insight into how
emotions vary across childhood and adolescence. Researchers
have found that several aspects of emotion understanding emerge
across childhood (e.g., Pons et al., 2004), and the current findings
reveal that building abstract emotion representations is another
task for the developing mind. These findings also extend understanding of the unique affective processes that occur during adolescence. In particular, they suggest that adolescence is a period in
which many emotion words are fully comprehended but the concepts underlying these words have not yet reached mature levels of
abstraction. Recent research has shown that adolescents less readily

differentiate negative affect into specific types and that multidimensional emotion representations continue to develop through adolescence into young adulthood (Nook, Sasse, et al., 2017; Nook et al.,
2018). The current results extend these findings to also include the
notion that emotion abstractness develops during this period. It remains an open question whether the gap between these two milestones might be related to the elevated risk of mental illness in
adolescence (Kessler et al., 2005), but this possibility should motivate
future research testing whether and how emotion abstraction relates to
emotion regulation and well-being across development.
These results also have implications for cognitive theories of
abstract concepts. Some of these theories argue that emotions
ground abstract concepts (Kousta, Vigliocco, Vinson, Andrews, &
Del Campo, 2011; Ponari et al., 2018; Vigliocco et al., 2014; but
see Borghi et al., 2017). These theories posit that affective experiences may be the first cues that nonphysical phenomena exist,
leading individuals to build concepts for other nonphysical abstract
phenomena. As such, these scholars argue that emotion might
provide a crucial role in building abstract concepts altogether. This
argument calls for increased attention to the intersection between
affective science and cognitive theories of concept representations,
and our findings provide an initial foray into this intersection.
Because we did not compare age-related patterns of change for
emotional and nonemotional concepts, data from the current study
cannot directly test whether or how emotion concept development relates to more general developments in concept abstraction. Nonetheless, future research could use the emotion vocabulary assessment to examine whether increased emotion
concept abstraction (or attention to the affective nature of
abstract experiences—like the pleasing tone of justice) facilitate
the development of abstract nonemotional concepts.
Although age-related variation in the strategies participants used
to define emotions overall supported the notion that emotion
representations became more abstract across age, use of these
strategies did not all share the same age-related pattern. Whereas
example situation and general definition use followed emergent
patterns, synonym use increased linearly across age, and physiological marker use overall fell across age but was slightly elevated
in childhood. Because identifying synonyms requires the taxonomic understanding that two words share roughly equivalent
conceptual referents, increased synonym use across age accords
with general increases in emotion abstraction. However, the lack
of an emergent pattern within our observed age window suggests
that synonym use may arise younger than 4 years of age. Future
research could investigate this possibility. Interestingly, the physiological marker pattern suggests that the external simulations
children use to understand emotions are tightly linked to their
physiological experiences of emotion. A speculative interpretation
for this finding is that children are taught about emotion words via
specific physiological cues (e.g., smiles, tears, racing heart), and so
these cues are salient when they are asked to define emotion
words. This unexpected result merits further research.
Although we refrain from overinterpreting data from individual
emotions, descriptive data suggest that age-related patterns of
emotion concept abstraction are more heterogeneous across emotions than emotion word comprehension. This observation shows
that emotion comprehension and abstraction demonstrate interesting qualitative differences across emotions. However, this finding
also raises the possibility that representations of some emotions
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may inherently be more abstract than others (e.g., definitions of
nervousness appear to remain more concrete than definitions of
other emotions even in young adulthood). If this finding replicates
in future work, researchers should investigate what qualities of
different emotion concepts lead participants to represent them as
more or less abstract.
To connect this and the preceding sections, it is worth noting
that including assessments of emotion comprehension and abstraction in one study provided several important benefits. First, this
design allowed for tight control of emotion abstraction measures.
It is meaningless to analyze the abstractness of participants’ emotion definitions if they are not in fact providing a valid definition
of the emotion in question. Thus, measuring emotion comprehension and abstraction in one study allows for inaccurate definitions
to be discarded. Second, this design allowed for direct comparisons between measures of emotion comprehension and emotion
abstraction. In particular, comparing these phenomena withinsubjects allowed us to empirically demonstrate that abstraction
plateaus significantly later than comprehension. This comparison
underlies some of the study’s key conclusions, including (a) that
the concepts underlying emotion words undergo continued abstraction even after they are comprehended, (b) that children
primarily demonstrate comprehension of emotion words by providing example situations (rather than general definitions), and (c)
that adolescence is a period in which emotion terms are comprehended but there is ongoing development in abstractness.

Toward an Automated Linguistic Measure of
Abstraction
A final methodological contribution of the current work is the
use of a purely linguistic approach to measure abstraction of
emotion definitions. We found that linguistic abstractness scores
defined by the LCM showed moderate correlations with abstractness ratings provided by human coders and increased linearly
across age. These results support the notions that linguistic and
human methods can converge as measures of abstractness and that
emotion concept abstraction increases across age. As such, these
data provide a first step toward developing a fully automated
linguistic measure of emotion concept abstraction.
However, four concerns emerge when considering the strength
of the relationship between these two approaches: (a) the two
measures did not reveal the same patterns of developmental
change (i.e., one was linear and the other emergent), (b) the
strength of the correlation between coder and linguistic measures
was modest (i.e., r ⫽ .45), (c) age was more strongly associated
with coder abstractness scores than linguistic abstractness scores,
and (d) coherence between linguistic abstractness scores and coder
abstractness scores broke down at young ages. Although lack of
coherence was explained by the fact that some young participants
had few words on which a linguistic abstractness score could be
computed (see the online supplemental materials) and excluding
these participants stabilized the correlation between coder and
linguistic abstractness scores across age, this suggests that the
current psycholinguistic approach was particularly noisy in computing the abstractness of young children’s speech.
These discrepancies could either imply that these measures tap
different constructs or that the measures suffer from too much
measurement error to reliably assess the underlying construct of
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abstractness. It is our intuition that these discrepancies arose because the linguistic measure was less sensitive to detecting and
quantifying abstract features than human coders (i.e., the measurement error of the LCM approach reduced its correlation with the
human measure). However, this is purely speculative. Future work
could take a data-driven approach to this problem and use
machine-learning methods to determine the optimal mathematical
formula for determining emotion abstraction from linguistic data.
Yet this work will need to contend with the difficult question of
how to benchmark linguistic measures (i.e., what should be considered the true measure of abstractness against which linguistic
measures are compared?). Many researchers use human ratings to
measure abstractness, but these perceptions may be subject to bias.
Hence, a more thorough treatment of construct validity in abstractness measures—including a definition of how to define true measures of abstractness—is needed for the field to refine this automated linguistic measure.

Limitations and Future Directions
In addition to the limitations and future directions outlined
throughout the discussion, further research can address three additional limitations of the current work. First, the cross-sectional
nature of the current design limits inferences about the causal
influence of age on the development of emotion comprehension
and abstraction. A longitudinal design could rule out potential third
variables or cohort effects that limit causal inferences concerning
relations between age and the dependent variables studied here.
Second, although the current project characterizes age-related
changes of emotion comprehension and abstraction, it is limited in
that these patterns are not compared with those of nonemotional
words and concepts. Hence, the project does not address the
question of whether these patterns are unique to emotion words or
rather the product of more domain-general developmental shifts.
Although prior theoretical and empirical work (as well as the
principle of parsimony) suggests that emotion development likely
scaffolds on the development of other faculties (like nonemotion
vocabulary and nonverbal abstraction; e.g., Nook, Sasse, et al.,
2017; Ponari et al., 2018), this question should be empirically
tested. Put more broadly, the current study does not identify the
mechanisms of increased emotion abstraction across age. This
development could arise because of domain-general (i.e., both
verbal and nonverbal) increases in the ability to engage in abstract
representations (Caramelli et al., 2004; Dumontheil, 2014; Ponari
et al., 2018; Whitaker et al., 2018). Thus, the extent to which the
phenomenon assessed here scaffolds on broader developments in
the ability to engage verbal and nonverbal abstractions remains an
important question for future research. Increased emotion abstraction across age could also arise because of increased diversity in
one’s affective experiences, allowing for simulations of the same
emotion concept to draw upon abstract features that generalize
across situations (e.g., feeling afraid both when alone in the woods
or when giving a speech because of a common sense of threat).
This explanatory hypothesis also merits further research.
Third, the current study did not address the downstream consequences of emotion comprehension and abstraction. Several lines
of work suggest that having mastery over a large set of emotion
words facilitates adaptive emotion regulation (A. W. Brooks,
2014; Jamieson, Mendes, Blackstock, & Schmader, 2010; Kash-
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dan, Barrett, & McKnight, 2015; Torre & Lieberman, 2018),
implying that increased emotion comprehension might help people
label their affective states in ways that allow them to effectively
down-regulate negative affect. However, it is less clear whether
increased emotion abstraction is helpful or harmful for mental
wellness. On the one hand, emotion abstraction might facilitate
emotion regulation. Prior work demonstrates that (a) psychological
distancing facilitates emotion regulation (Ayduk & Kross, 2010;
Kross et al., 2014; Moser et al., 2017; Nook, Schleider, & Somerville, 2017; Nook, Vidal Bustamante, Cho, & Somerville, in press)
and (b) psychological distancing involves representing stimuli at
higher levels of abstraction (Liberman & Förster, 2009; Soderberg,
Callahan, Kochersberger, Amit, & Ledgerwood, 2015). Combining these ideas suggests that being able to view one’s emotional
experiences abstractly might allow one to more adaptively engage in
behaviors that are in one’s long-term best interests when faced with
emotionally evocative situations (e.g., Fujita & Carnevale, 2012).
On the other hand, increased abstraction could actually lead to
increased susceptibility to distress and mental disorders. As Davey,
Yücel, and Allen (2008) argue, the rewards that young children
pursue tend to be concrete in nature (e.g., food, immediate expressions
of care), but these rewards shift to be more abstract in adolescence and
adulthood (e.g., social belonging, career success). These more abstract
sources of joy and contentment are also more difficult to attain (e.g.,
subtle forms of social rejection or minor errors during career
evaluation can disrupt social belonging and career success). Increased abstraction across development could increase one’s feelings of rejection, frustration, and anxiety, ultimately increasing
one’s vulnerability to depression (Davey et al., 2008). Thus if,
when, and how emotion abstraction confers psychological benefits
remains an important question for future research.

Conclusion
The current project utilizes a novel method for assessing emotion comprehension and abstraction, takes advantage of cuttingedge statistical and linguistic methods, and reveals that the nature
of emotion concept changes across development. These findings
extend how we understand emotion concepts and emotion development and may foster additional insight into the implications of
abstract emotion representations.
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